
My Message for God (Noel and Norah) 

Please make everything you have told me come true on July 1, 2024. 
That is to say - turn this world into Heaven on Earth - New Jerusalem - and 
realize all the dreams I have and the projects I have undertaken (see 
RossG3.ca). 

In this universe - in this life - please allow me to continue along the path you 
have outlined for me.  Allow me to develop my relationship with Natasha - to 
meet her son Christopher - and to ultimately take this relationship to its logical 
conclusion - marriage. 

Please give me a number of children with Natasha - and give us a number of 
dwellings - not the least of which being our permanent home at 270 Senneville 
Road - as well as the John Lennon and Yoko Ono Suite at the Fairmont Queen 
Elizabeth Hotel - as well as a specially designed suite for us at IMAGINE! 
Montreal’s location in the Laurentians at Mountain Acres. 

Please bring all those you have blessed me with in my 63 years to live with me 
and share my life in Senneville - with everyone having their own mansion as you 
have promised.  Allow us to live great and wonderful lives - enjoying each others 
company playing all kinds of sports - engaging in all kinds of other fun activities - 
enjoying great food, drink and entertainment every evening. 

Please couple every last person on the earth with their eternal soulmate - and 
help them daily to explore every area of this relationship - allowing this 
wonderful union to filter into every other area of their being and make them truly 
joyous in the greatest of ways. 

And please bring every person who has ever been created - back to this earth - 
to live with you - for eternity.  This represents upwards of 110 billion people - 
among them - my Dad - my sister Gayle who was killed in a car accident at the 
tender age of 18 - my great uncle Doug - and my wonderful dog Smokey.  Please 
bring back every being (human and animal) for every person - and allow them all 
to live in Heaven on Earth - as glorified beings - for eternity. 

Thank you.

https://rossg3.ca/rebel.php
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.513142875422708.1073741853.144366442300355&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.513142875422708.1073741853.144366442300355&type=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kwZhiAWeGT0

